►►Fat Quarter Option for Fabrics A1:a to A1:j:
Unit A Background TLS

►►Yardage Option for Fabrics A1:a to A1:j:
Unit A Background TLS

Step 1: Stack the (10) fat quarters (18” x 21”), facing right-side-up
in order with A1:j on the bottom, and A1:a on the top.

Step 1: If you have 3/8th yard cuts of fabric (or 10-1/2” strips), first
remove the Unit A Background Template Layout Sheet from Bag #1
and cut it in half along Cut Line 1.

Fabrics A1:f on top to A1:j on bottom

FAT QUARTERS
Fabrics A1:a
on top to A1:e
on bottom

Step 2: Then, stack the (10) 10-1/2” x 42” strips facing right-side-up
in order with A1:j on the bottom, and A1:a on the top.
Fabrics A1:f on top to A1:j on bottom
Fabrics A1:a
on top to A1:e
on bottom

Step 2: The Unit A Background Template Layout Sheet is placed
onto the strips as shown. Place paper clips around the outside
edge, making sure there is one clip on each Section of the TLS.

Step 3: Sub-cut the strip stack into (2) stacks of 10-1/2” x 21” strips.

Step 4: Place (1) of the Unit A Background Template Layout
Sheets onto each stack of strips as shown. Cut the scrap away
around the edges. Place paper clips around the outside edge,
making sure there is one clip on each Section of each TLS.

Step 3: Cut the TLS and the fabrics beneath apart, on the cut
lines, in order until you have cut the entire stack apart.

Step 5: Cut each TLS and the fabrics beneath apart, on the cut
lines, in order until you have cut the entire stack apart.

Step 6: Place the clipped stacks back into Bag #1.

►►Fabrics A2:a to A2:d: Unit A Accent Spike
Template
Step 1: Stack the (4) 8-3/4” x 42” strips facing right-side-up in order
with A2:d on the bottom, and A2:a on the top. Sub-cut the strip stack
into (5) stacks of 1-3/4” x 42” strips. (Graphic Next Page).
Step 4: Place the clipped stacks back into Bag #1.
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Step 2: Remove the Unit A Spike Templates from Bag #1. Use
these as a guide to cut, (4) stacks of 1-3/4” x 10-1/2” strips from
each of the (5) strip stacks. (Graphic Next Page).
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